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DIVORCE: NO MORE A SACRED THING 

(GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE) 
-SUBHASHINI.S* AND VIJAYALAKSHMI.R* 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This article revolves around divorce, grounds for divorce and maintenance concerning the Hindu 

law. Though Hindu marriage was considered to be sacred and irrevocable in the past, the 

nature of marriage and how the society looks upon, it has gradually changed over the years. 

The law, itself creates scope for divorce and maintenance. Divorce is not only seen as a failure 

in the marital relationship, but it is also looked upon as a societal issue. Maintenance, as an 

act, follows after divorce. Maintenance generally refers to payments that a husband is under an 

obligation to make to a wife either during the subsistence period of the marriage or upon 

separation or divorce. The liability of maintenance falls on the husband, and this flows from 

the bond of marriage. The provisions of both Hindu personal law and Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1973 creates a scope for the wife to claim maintenance. While under the Hindu 

personal law, for a woman to claim maintenance, there must have been matrimonial 

proceedings, however under the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, there need not be matrimonial 

litigation. However, still, the wife has the scope and chances of seeking maintenance. 

Maintenance rights also vest upon a wife, when the wife has been deserted. That is to say when 

there is a total repudiation on the marriage obligation, the wife can seek maintenance. 

 

Keywords: Divorce, Grounds for Divorce, Maintenance, Personal Law, 

Section 125 Of Cr.P.C 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

With rising rates of divorce across the country, as well as the world, it is essential 

for people to know what all rights every individual has. Though; in the olden 

days, where people said, marriage is a sacred thing, and it is done with ‘the 

blessings of ‘God’ and that, no power can separate that bond, the recent times 

have changed. That bond doesn’t have much significance, but it is only the 

bonding of each other that matters now. It is no more a sacred thing. For this 

reason, people have to know what all rights and privileges one has so that they 

can use them properly.  

 

GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE 

 

All religions have their law which guides them in the respective subject. It was 

held in the early days that Hindu marriage is considered to be a sacred thing, 

and it was also considered to be irreversible. The bond that the marriage creates 

was seen to be an irrevocable one. But over a while, this nature of marriage has 

changed. Generally, under all Indian laws revocation of marriage is based on 

guilt or otherwise fault theory of marriage. But Hindu Marriage,1955, the act 

gives grounds for divorce by mutual consent. 

 

Different acts govern divorce for different sects of society. They are as follows: 

 

• Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 governs Hindus, Buddhists, Sikhs and Jains 

• Muslims are governed by the Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act, 1939 

• Parsis by Parsi Marriage and Divorce Act, 1936 

• Christians by the Indian Divorce Act, 1869 

• And all other inter-community marriages are governed by the Special 

Marriage Act, 1956 

• There are two ways in which divorce can be filed. 

• Divorce with Mutual Consent 

• Divorce without Mutual Consent.  
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DIVORCE WITH MUTUAL CONSENT 

 

Section 13B of The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 states that divorce by mutual 

consent can be given on the following grounds: 

 

• That the parties to the decree of divorce are living separately for at least 

one year or more and are not able to live together1.  

• This period of interregnum is given so that the parties can take time and 

rethink on their decision of dissolving their marriage2. 

• “Living separately” means that the parties should not live like husband 

and wife. However, the place of their stay does not matter3.  

• The consent of both parties must be consistent until the judgement is 

passed. Because, even if one of the parties, withdraw their consent, then 

the whole concept of ‘mutuality’ gets deviated4. 

 

DIVORCE WITHOUT MUTUAL CONSENT 

 

It was held in the case of Dastane v. Dastane5 that desertion, cruelty and adultery 

and other grounds which have been laid down for divorce need not be proved 

beyond reasonable doubts. These grounds can be proved by the balance of 

probabilities or even by a preponderance of probability. 

 

• ADULTERY6: Section 13(1)(i) tells that if a person, after his marriage, 

the wife has a reasonable apprehension that he is having sexual 

intercourse with another woman, then she, can file a decree of divorce 

on this ground. Section 497 of IPC and section 198 of Cr. P. C. also 

deals with the same. Though adultery is one of the grounds, there is no 

clear explanation as to, to what extent this extra-marital affair should 

																																																								
1 Arpit Garg Vs Ayushi Jaiswal 
2 Suman V. Surendra Kumar; AIR 2003 Raj 155. 
3 Sureshta Devi V. Om Prakash; AIR 1992 SC 1904 
4 Sureshta Devi V. Om Prakash, AIR 1992 SC 1904 
5 AIR 1975 SC 1534 
6 Joseph Shine V. Union Of India; 2018 SCC Online SC 1676 
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have been progressed to prove as a ground as divorce. It has held in the 

case of Subbaramma v. Saraswathi7, that in certain village places, there was 

scope for a lot of unwritten taboos. That is to say, even if a stranger is 

seen with a newly married girl, at late night in an actual physical 

juxtaposition, then the court of law would interpret it as a case of 

adultery. In the case of Maclennan v. Maclennan8, the wife conceived 

through the process of AID (Artificial Insemination Donor), and she 

claims that she went through this process only after informing her 

husband. The husband, however, argued that he was not informed 

about the process of AID and added that AID was considered to be 

adultery in the eyes of the law. The court rejected the statement that 

AID amounts to adultery. 

 

• CRUELTY: Section 13(1)(ia) deals with cruelty. This states that if any 

spouse apprehends that he/ she is being subjected to continuous injury 

to their mental or physical health, and that causes severe harm to them, 

then they can file a case against the other for cruelty. However, this was 

just ground for judicial separation before the amendment9 and not 

divorce. Only after the amendment, cruelty became a ground for 

divorce. In a case10, the court held that mental cruelty is ‘the state of 

mind’ and the following does not amount to cruelty: 

 

Ø Ordinary wear and tear of married life 

Ø Wife’s refusal to resign her job 

Ø The outburst of temper without rancor 

 

• DESERTION: Section 13(1)(ib) tells that the following conditions are 

necessary to file a divorce petition on the other spouse: 

 

																																																								
7 (1966) 2 MLJ 263 
8 , (1958) SLT 12. 
9 The Marriage Laws (Amendment) Act, 1976 
10 Pravin Mehta V. Inderjeet Mehta 
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Ø The factum of separation 

Ø An intention to separate the spouse (Animus deserdendi) 

Ø Desert without a reasonable cause 

Ø And without the consent of the other  

Ø And deserted continuously for a period not less than two (2) 

years. 

 

In the case of Guru Bachan Kaur v. Preetam Singh11, the husband filed for a divorce 

petition after seven years of alleged desertion. He also never made any efforts 

to understand the problems of his wife, who is also a working woman. Whereas 

on the other side, the wife was willing to live with her husband at her flat in 

place of her service. In this particular case, the High Court gave out its opinion 

that there is nothing like mutual desertion and that one party has to be guilty of 

it. 

 

There is this new concept of desertion that came up because of NRI’s. This is 

a situation where the Non-Resident Indians come to India and marry those 

women who wishes to go abroad after marriage. Then after the marriage, they 

enjoy her and get going to where they work, with a hope left behind that he 

would take her to foreign once all the formalities are completed. Those dreams, 

most of the times, never come true. All they receive out of that marriage is a 

divorce paper from the foreign courts, to be signed by them, for divorce.  

 

• CONVERSION: Section 13(ii) states that if either of the parties 

converts from Hindu to any other religion, this means that if the spouse 

ceases to be Hindu, then the other party to the marriage can file a 

petition on this ground. this was also held in the case of Suresh Babu vs 

Leela12 

 

• INSANITY: Section 13(iii) of the act says that, if the respondent suffers 

from continuous or intermediate mental illness, that makes the 

																																																								
11 AIR 1998 All 140 
12 2006 (3) KLT 891 
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petitioner believe that they cannot live there any further with the 

respondent, then the court may grant a divorce.  

• RENUNCIATION OF THE WORLD: If the spouse renounces 

his/her married life and opts for sannyasa, the aggrieved spouse may 

obtain a divorce. 

 

• PRESUMPTION OF DEATH: This means that, if a spouse has not 

heard any information of the other, at least for seven (7) years, i.e. if the 

spouse has no information whether the other spouse is dead or alive, 

then they can file a decree for divorce. 

 

GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE (WOMEN) 

 

There are specific grounds for divorce which has been made available only to 

the women in the context of Indian matrimonial statutes. The following are few 

of the grounds on which women can claim a divorce.  

 

Section 13(2)(ii) of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 says that a wife can file a 

petition of divorce, on the ground of rape, sodomy or bestiality. If a man rapes 

a woman who is not his wife, and the man is guilty of the offence of rape, then 

the wife can sue for divorce. Mere attempt to rape will not be sufficient as a 

ground for divorce. The burden of proof in such cases, however, lies on the 

wife. When the husband commits sodomy or bestiality, then the wife can get a 

divorce based on such grounds. Bestiality is the act of carnal intercourse with 

an animal. When such acts of sodomy or bestiality are established, then the wife 

is entitled to get a divorce on that ground.  

 

A girl is entitled to file a petition of divorce if she is married before the age of 

fifteen (15) and when she wishes to renounce the marriage before, she attains 

the age of eighteen (18). The wife can file a divorce, when the man has been 

already married, and that wife is alive at the time of their marriage. 
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MAINTENANCE 

 

Out of the many rights that have been made available for the Hindu wife, the 

right to maintenance of deserted Hindu wife is one of the essential rights. The 

choice of favouring women with maintenance is based on the fact that women 

generally don’t have any rights over the property during the time of marriage. 

As per section 18(2)(b) of the Hindu Adoption and maintenance act, 

maintenance is to be given to a deserted Hindu wife. Maintenance is generally a 

right given to get necessities which are reasonable. It was held in the cases of, 

Kantimati v. Paramaniara Iyer13; Pankajam Das v. Hrishikesh14, that the conduct of 

the husband who has been taken as a whole may amount to a total disregard of 

the fundamental obligations of matrimony and would constitute an intent to 

desert. Both personal laws and section 125 of the Indian constitution deals with 

the concept of maintenance.  

 

MAINTENANCE UNDER HINDU LAW 

 

The Hindu maintenance laws give grounds for two types of maintenance, which 

are Interim and permanent maintenance. 

 

• INTERIM MAINTENANCE: Under this type of Interim 

Maintenance, the court orders which directs the husband to pay 

maintenance to the wife from the date on which the application has 

been filed, till the date of dismissal of the application. It is otherwise 

known as Maintenance Pendente lite and is paid so that the wife can 

bear the legal expenses. This kind of maintenance is granted to the wife 

when she has no source of income to maintain herself. However, the 

amount which is granted for the wife to sustain depends on the court’s 

discretion. By the provisions of section 24 of Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 

both husband and wife can file for interim maintenance. 

 

																																																								
13 AIR 1974 Ker 124 
14 AIR 1986 Ori 184 
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• PERMANENT MAINTENANCE: In the case of divorce, the husband 

is bound to pay permanent maintenance to the wife. The amount of 

permanent maintenance is determined through a maintenance petition 

filed through lawyers. Section 25 of the act states that the court can 

either order the husband to pay maintenance to his wife in a lump sum 

amount, or it may also direct to pay the amount monthly for her entire 

lifetime. However, when there comes a state where the circumstances 

of a wife are changed, she cannot claim maintenance. Section 18 of the 

Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act, 1956 states that a wife has the 

right to live separately from her husband without affecting her right of 

claiming maintenance. 

 

SECTION 125 OF CR. P. C AND ITS APPLICABILITY 

 

Section 125 of Cr. P. C can be generally viewed as a measure of social justice, 

and it can be viewed as an enactment to protect women and also children, and 

this also falls within the constitutional sweep of Article 15(3) and also Article 38 

of the Indian Constitution which states that the state shall ensure equality not 

only among the individuals but also among the groups of people. The aim of 

this section is to achieve a specific and particular purpose. This gives effect to 

the fundamental rights and also essential duties of any man to maintain his wife, 

children and also parents when they are unable to maintain themselves. This 

position has been highlighted in the case of Savitaben Somabhai Bhatiya v. the State 

of Gujarat15.  

 

Maintenance can easily be claimed through the various respective personal laws 

of the different sector of people following their varied faiths and also procedure 

under the personal law is civil. Whereas, the proceedings which have been 

mentioned under section 125, unlike the criminal law is criminal and are also 

applicable to everyone irrespective of the caste, creed or religion as it has been 

rightly held in the case of Mohd Ahmed Khan v. Shah Bano Begum and Others16. It 

																																																								
15 (2005) 3 SCC 636 
16 (1985) 2 SCC 556 
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was also held in one of the famous case laws of Chaturbhuj v. Sita Bai17. That this 

particular provision of section 125 is to prevent homelessness by making it a 

compulsion to provide support and to have moral claim support as well. 

 

The famous case of Rewati Bai v. Jageshwar18 can be referred to understand the 

applicability of section 125 in the case of a deserted wife. In this particular case, 

the wife lived with her husband for about 40 years together. She also had no 

other means of livelihood while living with him, after the wife was deserted by 

her husband, she started to work as a labourer. The court observed that the fact 

that she was forced to work as a labourer to survive was in itself not sufficient 

to establish that the wife was able to maintain herself. The case of Shravan Kumar 

v. Usha Devi19played a vital role, wherein the court observed that the words 

unable to maintain in section 125 have nothing to do about the potential earning 

capacity of a wife. Further, while the term “deserted wife” is taken into 

consideration, it must be made clear that the appellant should not remarry. In 

the case of Shabana Bano v. Imran Khan20, the court observed that to invoke the 

provisions of section 125, the appellant must not have remarried. 

 

  

																																																								
17 (2008) 2 SCC 316 
18 143 P. 41 (1991) Cr LJ 40 (MP). 
19 (1984) Cr LJ NOC 184 (All). 
20 (2010)1 SCC 666. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Most of the married couples who plan to get divorced due to various reasons, 

do not think of its after effects. People do not understand that divorce is not 

just the end of marriage but it also means that the hope two people had is lost, 

and they have failed. The effects of divorce can be positive as well as negative. 

The major reason for divorce is communication, more precisely lack of 

communication. Communication should be proper between the two. In olden 

times, people believed in not letting go of each other in their best and even in 

their worst. that concept now lacks. People now just want themselves and not 

their partners' wishes. they do not accept what others say, because their interests 

come first, leaving even their partners behind. Though every individual has the 

legal grounds to claim divorce, individuals must also be fully aware of the 

obligations that arise out of marriage. 
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